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Questions Answers 
Would Housing Providers, e.g. Housing Authorities (HAs) consider 
LOLC project less favourably in relation to going for OPSO? Especially 
if we wanted a higher proportion of our residents buying at the 
75%?   We assume that providing the rent-free element at 75% 
makes this more expensive for a housing association than 
mainstream shared ownership and therefore we need to know if 
there are HAs who are open to providing this? 

My view is that most developing Housing Associations will consider 
builsinf OPSO schemes as long there is local housing need. They will 
do this because theer is capital public subsidy which will help with 
there scheme costs.  
The no rent issue at 75% equity does mean that there is no income 
to the HA at this point but I’d assume that not everyone will be on 
75% at day one. 
These are fair points and should be used in the selection process 

Have you been able to determine which, if any HAs offer OPSO? This is the next piece of work.  

Are there government subsidies for HAs offering OPSO – what are 
the details? 

Yes there are government subsidies from Homes England and the 
GLA. 
You will be seeking funds from the GLA potentitally. As part of the 
next task I can source this information. However shared ownership 
schemes in GLA attract around £28k per home in grant 

Have you been able to speak to government departments re the 
details of providing OPSO? 

No specific contact at this point but through my other work I have 
links and knowledge of OPSO schemes being funded outside London. 
 

Will HAs automatically stay as the landlords forever for those 
properties on OPSO? 

Good question. If the HA buys and owns the freehold and receives 
grant for the project then yes. 
There are some leasehold reforms under debate at present but 
nothing formalized. 
Technically there is a process called enfranchisement at year 21 
when a leasehold can “claim” the freehold. 
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Would the HAs stay as landlords for the whole development) – 
impacting on its management and control structure? 

Again another good question. 
I think this is very much up to you as a group to debate and 
determine.  
Using an HA allows you to:- 

• Source a site 

• Brings finance to deliver the scheme 

• Attracts grant 

• Enables a mixed tenure scheme 

• Offers longer term maintenance 
If you were able to finance a scheme yourselves then the HA role will 
diminish. 
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